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the photo in the Jennings Gallery were geology
students Brian Degroot and Maria Ahem. Picture: Gerard McCarthy __ ._^B

0104 .TJr^F WjPfg Julia Kennedy, UCC;Helen Gough and Sophie Gough fromSundays Well,John Gamble,ProfessorofGeology, UCC;Davis Gough
I I «. *-* ■■ -if Sundays Well,and Mary Gamble,Dublin, at the launch of Fire & Ice, A Photographic Journey of Antarctica: An exhibition of

* Ij^^Lr^SflflflB %^_E_re_L photography by John Gamble,Professorof Geology, at the Jennings Gallery in the BrookfieMSciencesComplex, at UCC.
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J »f r _^_^_^_^_^_^_^_l_l_^_^_^_^_l Lmmm RKM ARK ABLp: fessor of Geology, John which were the staging posts the South Pole and climb Mt
B - ™^ SWjL f ■■ visual exploration of Gamble. for historic exploration of the Everest officially opened the

■ flpA Antarctica's extreme The Professor undertook continent at the beginning of Exhibition.P if- V^-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H■■■I landscape has opened six expeditions throughout the 20th century, are on show. Clare, originally fromk _^______________________________________________i at the ' jGnnm^ s Gallery. UCC. the 1980s and 90s and uses John visited locations on the Bandon, has just returned
m 30 stunning and memorable images from all six-to present driest and coldest continent from Canada skiing where

BP T_ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _ a _B images were revealed there the exhibition entitled Fire & from North Victoria Land, she was training for her up-
TgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfgfK earlier this week, and can be Ice: A photographic Journey of nearest Australia to Marie coming trip to the Arctic._H .__-_-_-_-_-l viewed unm Fet >ruary 23. Antarctic. Byrd Land (West Antarctica) Clare will travel with fellow

HHHP* The exhlbition comprises a Images of volcanoes, life in at the base of the Antarctic explorers, Pat Falvey and
■■LJBBKIm.^ __H___ii2__3_^__________________Hli collection of previously the field, shots of wildlife and Peninsula. John Dowd in a few weeks
Helen O'Rourkeand John Reavy from UCCat the launch of the unseen photographs, beauti- the historic huts of Scottand Dr Clare O'Leary, Ire- time.
Fire & Ice exhibition. Picture: Gerard McCarthy fully captured by UCCPro- Shackleton on Ross Island, land's first woman to reach For both Claire and Pat,
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Connie Mulcahy of UCC, Michael Hanna, Jennings Gallery. Bronagh Shorten,Mallow, George Shorten, UCCand Helen Devitt, photographer, at the tne Everyman Palace last
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Geology students Brigrtte Croweand Helen O'Rourke At the John Gambleexhibition were Bertie Higgs, UCC, and
at the launch. Picture: Gerard McCarthy Karen Byrne, UCC. Picture: Gerard McCarthy
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At the launch of Fire and Ice were Sophie Gough and Paul Callaghan, treasurer, Tom CreanSociety, and Dr ClareO'Leary, at Ailin and ColemanCasey, both fromInnishannon,at the launch.
Helen Gough, Sundays Well. Picture: : Gerard McCarthy the launch of the photographic exhibition in UCC.Picture Gerard McCarthy Picture: GerardMcCarthy
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ence students Karen Byrne, Professor Ivan Perry, UCC;Eithne Hunt,UCCand Dr Frank Van Pelt, UCC.Picture: Gerard McCarthy At the launch were John Gamble's daughter Mary and wife
from Tipperary; Helen Frances. Picture: Gerard McCarthy
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